
Gathering the things you need    

In this tutorial you already have a hosting site, or run a server local, and can access by FTP.

Description used on base level knowledge (i hope);  

Of course you may use filemanagers on ser

Starting fresh or add things later, the basics remain the same.

(please decide on front (when fresh) if you will use 1 language or more
install language (default =English)
need to upload the language packs

  

Get e107 : 

                             

http://e107.org/ 

 

Get the language pack you want to use (English is present by default)

 

                     

https://github.com/e107translations

 

next page 

 

In this tutorial you already have a hosting site, or run a server local, and can access by FTP.

base level knowledge (i hope);  if you are familiar with certain aspect, you can go 
faster, or use different approach 

Of course you may use filemanagers on server (cPanel or alike). 

Starting fresh or add things later, the basics remain the same.  

(please decide on front (when fresh) if you will use 1 language or more!. If you want to use a different 
(default =English) (eg your own native) than follow below steps. Existing sites do only 

the language packs). 

 

Get the language pack you want to use (English is present by default) 

  

https://github.com/e107translations 

In this tutorial you already have a hosting site, or run a server local, and can access by FTP. 

if you are familiar with certain aspect, you can go 

!. If you want to use a different 
(eg your own native) than follow below steps. Existing sites do only 

 



Download the language pack: 

 

Find your desired language pack in the listing
display 

Click  on Clone or download, the next will pop up

pack in the listing, and click on its name, the following will 

, the next will pop up  

 

wing will /should 



Now click download zip, and save 

Once downloaded, we now are goi
case you are familiar with that method

Home: > please go to download location and start extracting) .. note location.

 

 

, and save it on your pc into a folder of your choice. Note 

, we now are going to extract it (some servers do allow it by customer panel
that method > follow step ftp upload for location to use

download location and start extracting) .. note location. 

 

ote location! 

ng to extract it (some servers do allow it by customer panel in 
ftp upload for location to use). 
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Once extracted, that folder should hold and look like this : ( 

different;  but  EVERY PACK should 

Now the content of this folder (+ subfolders) have to be MOVED (or copied) to the FILE Server

(or localhost, files folders). 

Example by FTP : 

Select (left piece) the UNpacked folder content
them to your domains file server..

extracted, that folder should hold and look like this : ( !! some packs can look somewhat 

should at least contain > languages + plugins 

(+ subfolders) have to be MOVED (or copied) to the FILE Server

Select (left piece) the UNpacked folder content… the readme is not used; and copy or move 
them to your domains file server.. 

some packs can look somewhat 

 

(+ subfolders) have to be MOVED (or copied) to the FILE Server 

 

the readme is not used; and copy or move 
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ftp client in action (or pc popup)
MAIN folder names ( MAKE SURE THESE ARE IDENTI
folders/files. This is OK, and please do it.

!! Note :  in case existing system:

As these packs are on/by system build ones
e107_plugins etc..) are overwritten (identical
names?; open up EACH folder con
!!.>>  Do not use the main folder names in such cases, 

 

When done moving/copying, you can now leave the files server part, and either

INSTALL or add changes to the website itself.

 

 

(or pc popup)> asking to overwrite certain files/folders.. as these contain 
MAIN folder names ( MAKE SURE THESE ARE IDENTICAL !!!!!) and underlaying langua

is OK, and please do it. 

case existing system: main system folders renamed

system build ones, the main folder names ( eg e107_languages; 
e107_plugins etc..) are overwritten (identical names) . Should you carry renamed folder 

; open up EACH folder container and ONLY copy/move over the files inside of them 
Do not use the main folder names in such cases, only the content files

When done moving/copying, you can now leave the files server part, and either

INSTALL or add changes to the website itself. 

 

> asking to overwrite certain files/folders.. as these contain 
CAL !!!!!) and underlaying language 

system folders renamed ??.!!  

, the main folder names ( eg e107_languages; 
renamed folder 

/move over the files inside of them 
only the content files 

When done moving/copying, you can now leave the files server part, and either 



Now just a little step back (read): 

WHAT LANGUAGE WILL BE THE MAIN LANGUAGE IN USE ? 

 

For good multilanguage use this is a vital point, because in a later state you will need to copy 'items' 
from that main language based system. 

 

So if you want English as primary (main site language) it is easy > install and select English. (it is by 
default present). 

 

Do you want to use French as main site language ? Find you the Language pack (French) that is of the 
same version (preferable) as the system.  

Upload it by FTP (or alike) on to the file server. (a complete pack normally could hold,but  is not 
limited to docs/help; the actual language files; plugin language files; theme language files. 

Please note that these files belong to the CORE supplied files. Any third party files would normally 
NOT be a part of these. 

 

This same procedure to be followed by/with ANY other language you want to use (display purposes), 
be it Dutch, Italian, German or a multitude of them ! 

Each language has its own files, and have to be treated in an  identical way. Up 
to 10 languages ? Yes.. possible..( from v0.7/ 1>  23 was mentioned). 

 

Well on with the tutorial…. 

 

I am just jumping in  at the install method (assuming you know how to upload the files, and working 
with sql.) 

 

 

 

 

 



This is Step 1 from installment. English is selected by default..

Iff you did upload some language packs to the server AND you do NOT want English as main, but your 
own ?  ….. Use the dropdown and SELECT YOUR language  >>

Select and Click Continue……  now instal
windows should be displayed in YOUR language (of choice
kicks in at a later stage. The above mentionded is for MAIN SITE LANGUAGE  use.

Step 1 from installment. English is selected by default.. 

Iff you did upload some language packs to the server AND you do NOT want English as main, but your 
own ?  ….. Use the dropdown and SELECT YOUR language  >> 

now install e107 further and if the language pack is up to date, all next 
windows should be displayed in YOUR language (of choice).Finish the install. The lang
kicks in at a later stage. The above mentionded is for MAIN SITE LANGUAGE  use.

 

Iff you did upload some language packs to the server AND you do NOT want English as main, but your 

 

l e107 further and if the language pack is up to date, all next 
The language piece 

kicks in at a later stage. The above mentionded is for MAIN SITE LANGUAGE  use. 



When done, log in to your admin and take a look how it is setup. 

If you used English the next image displays how it shows.. 

 

In case you DID upload other language packs too, now take a look if they are ‘seen’ by the system, 
and can be used  

Click on top bar gear icon and select Language….  

IMPORTANT : please do take note at right top marked item> this is the 
languge switch (selector) which will take a prominent role when using 
language usage! 

 

Click to see on Default Site Language 

 

 



When you did click on Default Site Language: think : are ALL languages that 
you uploaded present here?? 

Iff NOT !! >> the language pack is either on the wrong location, you do not 
have a correct name or the files are corrupted. 

 

Check your server : 

 

(each language on server has a foldername –starting with a Capital-of 

the ( norm) Language locale names  

(inside these resides the actual language files that are being used….. seen  LAN_xxxx ? likely they are 
to be found somewhere in a file here in these locations) 

  

For more practical use i would advice to keep the second field (Admin-Area interface lang.) 
to leave it at Default setting. (it is somewhat similar to top right switch selector)…  

This field here however can be set to display Admin in native language, and Site (outside) to 
Main site language (eg admin=English,  main is German etc..) 

 

At this point in time (in tutorial) we do NOT use any of the other settings ( as they do distract 
for now). 



The third field will be discussed onwards (important one), and setting domains while only be 
of influence when you do OWN Parked subdomains (eg.. these are paid subdomains..not to 
be confused with the ones you can create freely on your server; eg.. they get an ip/address) 

 

The next chapter is divided. First piece focuses on Pages and News (similar actions) 

And onwards the menu tables ! these have some interesting possibilities.. 

 

On to the next part…………….. 

 

 



Possible situation: 

The system is running and you have created some pages, news etc. 

At time of installment you used English (default). And worked with that up to now. 

You (for testing can use every thing from the list, but we focus for tutorial on the last 3 pages: 

Called First, Second and Third. 

 

These pages do all have content of course, and it is this content that actual will be the goal to use, 
when multilanguage is running.  

The same procedure is for News etc.. and everything that has some kind of content (in language 
texts). 

Ok… now it is time to CHANGE the system to be able to use MULTILANGUAGE. 

You did upload the other languages? …and they were visible in the dropdown? IF you can say yes.. 

 

 

Up to the next step. 

 

 

 

 

 



We are IN admin/Language.. 

 

Your screen (if untouched till now, would be like the one above. 

On left you have the Preferences link and Language packs. On right the Preferences Settings. 

We NOW ONLY focus on the third field > Multi-Language Database Tables..(now OFF) 

 

Do enable this setting : 

 

No more, no less > click SAVE on bottom of page. 

This setting does enable the table copy usage, but you have to refresh/(click link)  the page to see the 
link that should now appear in the LEFT menu. (suggestion : click the Language-Packs link ) 

 

 

 

 

 



INFO : In this example i clicked the L-P link and get the refresh of the page + get the NEW link 
> Tables and ALSO in one peek i do see the languages that are installed in the system AND 
status of Language packs.  

The GREEN status marker informs you that there are no real erros in the packs, but NOT if it is 
complete. The version ( =xml file related info) informs you of the build version (in this example 
German displays 1.0.4 > meaning older version; xml file is still old; likely pack will be not complete 
(but has no errors). 

 You will NOT see English in this list as it is (at present) the default installed language.  If you DO see 
English in the list, than you used another install languagepack, and the system changes accordingly.. 

 

 

 

COPYING TABLES 

CLICK on left on TABLES and the next screen will be displayed.. 

 

Asd you can see English is default (has all tables); Dutch and German are NOT installed AS TABLES in 
the database!!. ( please keep in mind if you used another language for install, the display is similar, 
but re-arranged by language..). 

For this tutorial i start with BOTH languages at the same time, since i want to have a 3 language 
website. If you just want to use 1.. the steps are the same  (or more than 3). 



To have IDENTICAL languages ‘BUILD’   (this tutorial provides the same throughout pages/news 
etc..by database tables (note! ! not content at this point). So EACH creation is the same for EVERY 

language!!!!!!    

 TABLE COPY WITH INSTALL LANGUAGE 

(if you used English, than copies making through English, iff install was French > than use 
French.. copies are 1 time created from install language.) 

Question <> : i installed with english, but uploaded French, and made it my main site 
language. Can i still do it (copy tables)? > yes you can BUT you may eventually run into 
misbehaviour;  when,where, how  (due to fact that fallback is English) is uncertain, so no 
real guarantee. 

ADVANCED NOTICE!  Example : English is main site, you use French and copy tables for it. 
You will learn that doing so creates French database tables. 
 Now when you would go into admin/French and would create/edit a new table copy 
through there… It will NOT be possible(table copies)  for all the languages (the install 
language f.e. does not need extra tables). The ONLY method that does allow THAT specific 
is when physical language domains are running on (same) database 

Back to tutorial: 

Note:  when you are familiar with this method, you may do it different eg.. to what you need, and 
want and add or delete etc..; but be very carefull when deleting.. as always > changes??? > backup 
First! 

 

In this window ENABLE (2 selects per item..make sure) the copies you want to have made. 

To keep the amount of info for tutorial somewhat smaller use the following ones (i will come back on 
those later, as this is only creation) 



Select : 

Generic 
 Links 
 News 
News category 
Pages 
Page chapters 

(please minimal the bold ones;  cat and chapters are for now less important, but maybe you 
want to change something afterwards.) 

SAVE (= create tables button)…… > DONE  (for now) 

All other tables can be created afterwards or by need… 

In this tutorial i did this by clicking Create of the Dutch setting. 

If you use another language also (thus 3 languages might be present)do exactly the same! So 
the same steps for German (or yours) too 

See image below (it does not show the ones to select but for the idea how it 
looks like when saved 

 

 

See something that is NOT as intended?. Click on Edit and change it .Best to do 
it now!. Iff so : UNmark the select ; mark at bottom confirm delete. 
Save/update. 

That is all !!  You can change add, delete what you need,want etc… 

Although tutorial uses the 3 languages and same tables, you do not have too, if 
you do not need a certain copy (f.e. News only in English but NOT in Dutch, but 
YES in German ???  > English is default, Dutch > no News copy ; German select 
copy News.. it is that easy.. 

The next chapter is to actually work with these copies to get a working 
(displaying) multilangual site.!! (at last)… 



 

 

 

 



Sorry to inform you, but you do now have (this tutorial) 3 languages in use or wanting to use. 
Ok, fine…  (in main  site news articles and pages exist), that takes of the workload…. 

Yaikkss still 2 languages to go …. So up to adapt these 2 so a real 3 language site arises… 

First thought : i want to switch links (navbar), but they have to be in my preferred 
language. 

Great… what to do… (remember you created a table copy for Links?  
That does save some work…  

English was MAIN site : NICE… no changes there.. 

Looks like : image: 

 

 

Ok , now to ADJUST the Dutch site links 

 

 

The page should refresh and becomes like the following (take a closer look) 

 

 

 

 



 

You can notice that the surroundings are now in Dutch (topbar now displays NL = iso code language 

And the Red square (right side) points out that the Nederlands  (= Dutch) tables are ACTIVE. 
The green marked ‘window’ is the COPIED content of the links table. At THIS point STILL english (as it 
is a copy… 
Now to make the magic work…. 

Keep present in this language setting (this case Dutch) and click/hover on f.e News : 

 

In my language it is displayed edit the name… that is what i need……click it !! 

 

Select the name and change it into what You  (in YOUR language) call News or alike (save it ( V). i use 
Nieuws as word …… 

Result becomes : 

 



Do the same for ALL that you need !!!  

Do NOTE!! This is ONLY done in language setting DUTCH..  

Now repeat  the same > on topbar dropdown select German (or alike) 

 

Again… do this for ALL the links in this German (or yours) site links page… 

Finished this.. time to check if it does work… 

NOW i deliberately ‘forgot’ to let you add 1 more table copy… 
You now know certain things.. but if i send you testing ?? how will you change/switch the site? 

Well we are going to 1 more thing first 

 



First go to admin/(main language) to MENU MANAGER 

 

 

This opens the next screen (bootstrap 3 is running) 

 

On this page go to left  select the second tab on top. 
In this dropdown field find userlanguage_menu and mark/enable it 

Now click on the top button GO (green). 
a new dropdown will appear  on THAT one ( tutorial ) CLICK AREA 1 
 this will put the menu onto the location rightside below news_month: 

 



 

 

NOTE ! this menu will be available on the NEWS page  (setting from template in use; (bs3 jumbotron 
sidebar right) (info:not homepage!! It has no areas assigned) 

This MENU allows you to switch languages on FRONT of the site (eg visitors if allowed and visible). 
Other settings are possible, but not discussed now… 

But WAIT (always keep it in mind!!!) we are talking multilanguage…. 
This than also does apply to the MENU tables!! 
In only put the menu using MAIN SITE (did NOT make a table copy) so 

(important !!) 

for fully functioning possibilities COPY these TOO 

This is quite an interesting table copy (possibilities) which i will discuss more 
in detail later. 

 

 

 

 

 



Go back into admin/ MAIN language (tut=English) 

Go into languages > go into tables.. 

Do enable (mark x2)  MENU table and save. 

 

Now go into admin/YOURLANGUAGE  > go to MENU MANAGER and check if the userlanguage menu 
is positioned on AREA 1 

 

 

WHY this ??? 

When you only would use it in the main site language  you will not see the menu on the 
News page (or alike). 

When you visit the site and English running, you CAN switch to your language, and the site will 
change to using into the selected language… but you have no opion to go back !!!! SO the menu has 
to be set in THAT (yourlanguage too), and the copy provides that..!!! 

More in detail (advanced) later.. 

 

TIME TO TEST YOUR SITES BEHAVIOUR > since we only changed the sitelinks : focus on the  
TOP NAVIGATION BAR. 

 

Happy ? next level………. 

 



Ok, now you got the basic idea how to think about changing the site links to/for your desired 
language. 

 
!!!! The next step is critical for understanding the concept of it, and is describing the method that 

you use througout the rest of the system. If you can understand this, you can apply 
the same procedure to all those things that carry texts throughout… f.e the 
pages of course, News, articles etc…!!!! 

 

In a previous page i already mrntioned i did have some pages already (in English) present which i now 
am going to use in the multilanguage setup as this would be the idea.  

 
Since E107 is NOT a translator engine, you have to do it yourself of course.. 

 

First Page in English, Second Page and Third page.. 

(you do remember i did COPY the PAGES table to the language ??) That IS IMPORTANT !!, else a no 
go). 

Ok, now you have to SWITCH your admin to the language installed AND will be used. 

Do this either on topbar (top right) 
 OR the long way..admin/language/default sight language OR admin area language interface. 
Personally i always use the topnav link as it is more convenient, and faster.. 

 

Suppose you would use Default Site language… has to be set back to the language the site has to 
display when visitor enters !!!!!! 

(It is possible you need te refresh the page in case the switch does notrefreshes itself after saving) 

 



 

I now switch to DUTCH 

 

Results in (display) 

 

 

Done…. 

Now this is set we are going into CONTENT…PAGES 

( attention : the switch on topnav  bar for Language DOES work directly on the admin window you 
are in, you may switch the language there TOO… just pay attention that you really in the language 
setting you want to use/edit) The above mentioned is the teach you the method…) 

 

 



 

This is a shot BEFORE i change anything…notice because of  the TABLE COPY for PAGES i ALSO have 
the SAME PAGES  in DUTCH !!! (title + content) > named First Second and Third 

 

Now CLICK on the TITLE/NAME ; the popup displays; Change THAT text into your language.. 

Eg represents the(same) in your language…. (my case : Eerste pagina Nederlands) 
 

 

Do NOT forget to SAVE it  (red marker).. 
Follow this same step for all the others that need so…. 

(logical step use//>   First the titles/names  to get familiar feeling..next step is the CONTENT.. 
that one is MUCH more interesting as this is the (i.m.o.) best thing using multilanguage..) ( the secret 
behind)  

 

Starting the FUN part…  

 

All titles are changed and now going to use the EDIT button.. 

 

 



NOTE : this opens the created  COPY  of the page in DUTCH 
(content is still in the form as the original; which was in English but can NOW be used to fully edit 

INDEPENDANT from the original !!!!) 

COMPARE ::::::: LOOK AT THE DIFFERENCES.. 

Original (english setting !!! 

 
This is the First Page in English in the English admin setting… notice the markers…. 

NOW THE DUTCH COPY 

 
It IS the same page (as it is a copy of… Carries the Title Eerste pagina in Nederlands.. 

 

Nice… next step… 

 



At this point you still should be in YOUR language (tut =Dutch). 

EDIT THIS PAGE  (copy) 

 

Do the same and save it.. *ok your change. 

STOP 
This is just a simple demonstration, as this tut is only a partial thing for now..  in short (will be more 
detail in full tut) 

You MAY do with this page whatever you like, change text, change 
pictures; rearrange etc. etc.. 

SAVE IT…  done for the multipart (this is the procedure) apply this same to every page;news etc… 

JUST ONE THING LEFT TO DO…  
(still very important else you do not see what is going on) 

As this is a page and each page has an ID, it is still a page SOMEWHERE.. it is not a site page (aka url 
yet).. 

Go into Sitelinks  . and IN EACH LANGUAGE…. ADD THE PAGE AS MAIN LINK or SUB etc… 

SAVE ALL you are working with.. (asume the language menu is present on front) LOG OUT and go to 
News php for example.  Maybe for your test start in English? CLICK on every link you created… 

Example: 
 page 1 in English and page 2 and 3 etc….. 

SWITCH LANGUAGE 



 

Ok. 

 

Now click on the same links (as i adviced to make those in EACH LANGUAGE) and look at the 
outcome… 

If you DID change the page in YOUR language completly (rearranged etc…) it SHOULD look 
completely different to the original… 

DOES IT ??? 

IF YES… 

 

You have got it.. 

For now last remarks  

Do the same with EVERY language you want to use !! this tut did only made  use of Dutch 
and English.. When using 3 languages.. you can imagine that the same page COULD have the 
same inner content, but in each language look completly different… (3 ‘looks’).. 

 

Original (english) Page 2 :  

 

 

 



Dutch version of Page 2 : 

 

German version of Page 2 : 

 

Do you see ALL the differences ???? watch out for them…  
Position; menu’s, Site links (description/languages etc..)  
That is all for now SUCCESS  (more is coming…) 

 

 

 

 

 


